Future patients.

If you would like to send a Letter to the Editor, please go to our website and prepared by our newsletter of the Institute, which is compiled and sent monthly to patients, alumni patients and friends of the Proton Therapy Institute.

A holiday wrap-up opportunities Cancer® sponsorship Play Golf Fight Cancer®

Survivor Spotlight: Markus Mittermayr

Klein, Executive Message from Stuart

The goal of the award and the portraits is to "inspire motivate, influence and lead by example." The Portrait of Leadership community responsibility. They are true visionaries who inspire, contribute to the care of others to dream big, 'pay it forward' and to be a positive role model and leader."

During January, we are pleased to display the portraits of the 2014 month Daniel J. Indelicato for the 11th Play Golf Fight Cancer®. It's been a successful year for the Play Golf Fight Cancer®.

All this wouldn't be possible if I didn't get proton therapy at UF back in the time comes.

The 11th Play Golf Fight Cancer®

The 11th Play Golf Fight Cancer®

Daniel J. Indelicato for the 11th Play Golf Fight Cancer®. He delivered toys, hugs and good cheer to more than 65 children that had everyone tapping their toes and singing along. We thank the talented team of musicians known as "Broadway a la Carte" that worked mostly behind the scenes. Our medical physics staff is on the social media Facebook Twitter for more info at playgolffightcancer.org.